Fourth Grade – Soaring to Success
Fe b r ua r y 2 , 2 0 1 8

Book Project
Just a reminder that book projects will be due on
Wednesday, February 28th. Please encourage
your child to start working to impress the class!
Arabic
Book 1:
We used the new vocabulary words in forming new sentences and
making conversation. We emphasized on reading for the past week
and we reviewed the previous lessons and their vocabulary words and
the different usage of the connected pronouns with the verbs.
Book 4:
We answered the questions for lesson "A day in student's life", formed
new sentences using the new vocabulary words and learned the usage
of the favor form of different adjectives "big - bigger, small - smaller
......"
Have a nice weekend :)

Upcoming
Spelling test
each Friday
Book Project due
February 28th
Please register
online for
mileage club!

Respectfully,
Sawsan Mahmoud
mahmoud@school.lansingislam.com

Islamic Studies
Assalamu Alaykum,
During the past couple of weeks, we covered the third pillar of
Islam, Zakah. Students learned, what is emphasized in Zakah, how
much money a person is expected to give, and how zakah is
different from ordinary charity that might Muslims might give.
We also covered the name Allah Is AL-Teef “The Kind”. Students
learned about the importance of kindness in Islam and how essential
it is to practice kindness towards our parents. Some Quranic ayahs
and ahadith were addressed in relation to the topic.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or concerns
at:
warda@school.lansingislam.com
Wajazakum Allah

Mathematics
We are now working on a chapter that involves some complicated
patterns while incorporating math skills. Some students are
realizing that they are forgetting how to multiply and divide larger
numbers. This is why it is important to keep practicing! You can’t
forget something because the chapter is over! Please encourage
your child to review and practice math using IXL or other math
games online.

Language Arts
Together We Learn

In language arts we continue to do lots and lots of reading and
writing. A few of our fourth graders are very talented creative
writers and everyone has shown great improvement in their writing
skills. A big thing that they are working on is making their writing
appeal to the reader – keep them interested!

Science
Fourth grade science students are in the midst of their studies on
chapter 4, plants and animals. They had a quiz this past week and did
well. We have covered the process of photosynthesis this past week
and will now move on to adaptations. Students had a chance to do an
experiment examining how fish float.

Social Studies

For most of the remainder of the year, 4th graders will be learning
about the regions of the United States. The first region that we read
about was the northeast. They filled in a map and did some research
on the internet to find out some interesting facts about the
northeastern states. They had fun telling me new facts. 

Quran
Dear parents,
In Quran class:
We covered the following material during the past two weeks:Group 1: We are still practicing Surah Al Muzamil verse (20)
Group 2: We practiced Surah Al Feel and Al Aser
(Memorizing with Tajweed), Please practice these Surahs with your
Son/daughter from the Mushaf and using this site
www.houseofquran.com and make sure that she/he will be ready for
the weakly test every Wednesday.
If you have any questions or concerns please email me at
alqadi@lansingislam.com

